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Turbine, Generator & Auxiliaries - Course 334

THE LUBRICATING OIL SYSTEM

The modern stearn turbine and generator are carefully
designed pieces of equipment constructed of well selected
materials. Its satisfactory performance and useful life in
service depend, among other things, on the maintenance of
proper lubrication. This is one of the best insurances
against turbine outage. We have already examined the support
of the turbine and generator rotors by journal bearings. In
this lesson we shall discuss how a typical lUbricating oil
system delivers oil to these bearings.

The lUbricating oil system performs three basic func
tions:

1. It reduces friction between rotating and fixed elements
of the turbine and generator such as occur in the journ
al bearings and thrust bearings. This reduces wear,
reduces heat and improves efficiency.

2. It removes heat from the bearings. This heat may either
be generated by friction within the bearing or by con
duction along the shaft from the turbines.

3. In mechanical hydraulic governing systems, it is used as
a hydraulic pressure fluid. In these governing systems,
lubricating oil is used for both the pilot oil and power
oil systems.

Figure 10.1 is a schematic diagram of a typical lubri
cating oil system. The lubricating oil system is basically
very simple. The majority of the lubricating oil is held in
a lube oil tank or lube oil sump. The tank has a capacity of
between 4 and 10 cubic meters depending on the size of the
unit. The lube oil pumps take suction from this tank and
discharge the oil at high pressure (typically at a gauge
pressure of from 500 to 1000 kPa). The oil mayor may not
pass through a strainer prior to entering the pump.

From the lube oil pump discharge piping, the majority of
the lube oil is sent to the bearings. A small portion of the
oil is sent to the control oi 1 system where it is used for
pilot oil and power oil. The control oil is at lube oil pump
discharge pressure so that the required force to operate the
control valves can be achieved with as small a piston as pos
sible [Force = (Pressure) x (Area)]. The larger the pres
sure, the smaller is the required area of the piston. With a
small piston area, the volume of oil in the operators is
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small. This allows for faster response time as it requires
less time for oil to move in and out of the operators of the
valves.

The required oil pressure to the bearings is much lower
than that required in the control oil system [100 to 275
kPa(g) is typical]. A higher pressure is not only unneces
sary but would require more complicated bearing seals to keep
the oil from leaking out of the bearings. For this reason,
the lube oi 1 is passed through a pressure reducing valve
prior to going to the bearings. On those turbine units with
separate hydraulic systems for steam control valve operation,
the lube oil pump discharge pressure is only as high as that
required by the bearings.

The temperature of the oil flowing to the bearings must
be carefully controlled. Coolers are installed in the line
to keep the bearing oil at a sufficiently low temperature to
properly cool the bearing. However, if the oil is too cool,
its viscosity will be high enough to prevent proper oil flow
to the bearings. The oi 1 temperature out of the coolers is
adjusted to be within a fairly narrow band (43° to 48°c is
typical) .

The oil flows through full flow filters prior to distri
bution to the bearings. These filters remove any solid con
taminants in the oi 1 which might score the bearings. After
passing through the bearing, the oil flows through a drain
header back to the lube oil tank.

Main Oil Pump

The main oil pump is the one that delivers all the oil
requirements for the turbine-generator at high pressure dur
ing normal operation. It is direct-driven from the turbine
shaft and may be located at either the turbine or generator
end of the shaft. For small units, the main oil pump is
generally a gear pump. For large units, a gear pump may not
be able to deliver the required quantity of oil at the desir
ed pressure and in this case, a centrifugal type pump is used
but it is still driven by the turbine shaft. Because the
centrifugal pump is not self priming, large units with cen
trifugal main oil pumps are equipped with a lube oil driven
booster pump to keep the main oil pump primed.

Because the main lube oil pump is an attached pump, it
runs at turbine shaft speed. During startup and shutdown,
the main oi 1 pump is not tu rning fas t enough to de liver the
required pressure or flow. The speed at which the main oil
pump becomes able to handle the lube oi 1 requirements is
generally around 90 - 95% of operating speed.
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Auxiliary Oil Pump

The auxiliary oil pump has two functions:

1. It operates during startup and shutdown when the turbine
shaft is not rotating fast enough for the main oil pump
to deliver the required pressure and flow.

2. It acts as a standby lube oi 1 pump in the event of a
main oil pump failure.

The auxiliary lube oil pump is a full flow and full
pressure pump which will completely meet the t;.urbine and
generator oil needs. In the event of a main lube oil pump
failure, the auxiliary oil pump is capable of supplying all
bearing and control oil needs to allow continued full power
operation.

The auxiliary lube oil pump is started and stopped auto
matically by a pressure switch in the discharge piping of the
main oil pump. The auxiliary oil pump is normally driven by
a Class IV ac electric motor.

Emergency Oil Pump

The time required for a turbine to run down from operat
ing speed to a stop is typically from 20 to 45 minutes. If
the bearings did not receive lubrication during this period,
they would rapidly overheat and be destroyed. A turbine trip
coupled with a loss of ac power would result in bearing
damage during turbine coast down unless the turbine is pro
vided with a source of bearing lubrication. There is no way
a modern large turbine generator is protected against a com
plete loss of lubricating oil at operating speed. The only
method of protection is to provide a sufficient number of
alternate power supply lube oil pumps to insure all lube oil
flow is not lost.

The auxiliary lube oil pump is normally backed up with a
Class I dc emergency lube oil pump. This pump is automatic
ally started from a pressure switch in the lube oil supply
header to the bearings.

The emergency lube oi 1 pump is not a fu 11 flow or fu 11
pressure pump and will not supply the lube oil requirements
for continued power operation. It is essentially a coast
down pump. The emergency lube oil pump generally puts out
insufficient pressure to keep the emergency stop valves and
governor steam valves open. Thus a loss of the main and
auxiliary lube oil pumps will result in a turbine trip.
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Turning Gear Oil Pump

Some generating stations have a reduced capacity Class
III ac motor driven lube oil pump for use when the turbine is
on the turning gear. In those stations without this turning
gear oil pump, the emergency oil pump is used to provide the
reduced flow required when the turbine is on the turning
gear.

Jacking Oil Pump

This pump is generally used only for large turbine-gen
erators, and then only during the period when the shaft is
rotated by the turning gear.

When the heavy turbine-generator shaft is at rest, it
will squeeze the oil film from under the shaft at the bear
ings. If the shaft is then rotated, there will be metal-to
metal rubbing until the oil can work its way underneath.
When the unit is rotated on the turning gear, the shaft is
not rotating fast enough to keep a good "oi 1 wedge" between
the shaft and the bearing surface. This condition can also
lead to metal-to-metal contact.

To avoid this situation, the jacking oil pump injects
oil at high pressure (around 6.9 megapascals) into the bear
ing at the bottom of the shaft. This tends to lift or jack
the shaft a few hundredths of a millimeter off the bearing so
that there will be no metal-to-metal contact. Once the tur
bine speed has increased above turning gear speed, the rota
tion of the shaft will keep an oil wedge under the shaft and
the jacking oil pump is no longer required. The jacking oil
pump will normally run whenever the turning gear is running
and will shutdown when the turning gear is shutdown.

The jacking oil pump may take a suction either from the
oil line supplying the bearings, as shown in Figure 10.1, or
directly from the oil tank. In either case, however, a
lubricating oil pump is started. This is because the jacking
oil pump does not supply all the bearings, notably the excit
er bearings and thrust bearings, and these bearings would
receive no oil flow without the auxiliary oil pump. In addi
tion, since the flow from the jacking oil pump is quite
small, it may not provide sufficient oil flow to cool the
bearings it does supply. The jacking oil pump is generally a
reciprocating plunger type pump and supplies the bearings
through individual lines from the pump to each bearing.

Oil Purification System

During operation, the lUbricating oil becomes contamin
ated with a variety of undesirable impurities:
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1. Water which most likely enters the system during shut
down from humidity in the air.

2. Fibres which come from the gasket material used to seal
joints in the system.

3. Sludge which results from the breakdown of the oil into
longer chain molecules and results in a thickening of
the oil.

4. Organic compounds which result from a slow reaction be
tween the oil, oxygen and the. metal piping.

5. Metal fragments which come from wear products in the
bearings and lube oil pumps.

Under normal operating conditions, none of these con
taminants builds up rapidly in the oil, but the amount of
contamination required to render lube oil totally unsuitable
for use is quite small. Not only do these contaminants
destroy the lubricating properties of the oil and accelerate
corrosion, but they can act as a grit within the bearings to
cause bearing wear and unevenness. The insoluble impurities
can be removed with filters, but the soluable impurities are
only removed by centrifuging.

The majority of the oi 1 purification is accomplished
with a centrifugal purifier. The purifier normally operates
at about 15, 000 rpm. Since the sludge, ,,yater, fibres and
other impurities are more dense than the oil, they are thrown
to the outside and removed from the oil. The impurities
normally are collected in the bottom of the purifier and must
be removed at regular intervals.

The oil may be heated before it ente'Cs the purifier
since this lowers the viscosity and improves the separation
of impurities from the oil. .2\lso water may be deliberately
added to the oil before the purifier, to dissolve impuri
ties. All the water, of course, is centrifuged from the oil
before it is returned to the system.

Centrifuges of sufficient capacity to purify all the oil
in the system once every 6 - 10 hours, are normally install
ed. While the turbine is operating, the purifier is run
virtually continuously to purify the oil. The purifier is
also normally run prior to startup to purify the oil and warm
it to near operating temperature.
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ASSIGNMENT

1. Name the three jobs done by lubricating oil for a
turbine-generator.

2. Why is it important to have sufficient oil flowing
through the bearings at all times?

3. Briefly, what is the purpose of each of the following
pumps?

(a) Main Oil Pump
(b) Auxiliary Oil Pump
(c) Emergency Oil Pump
(d) Jacking Oil Pump

4. Briefly, what function does the oil purifier perform?

5. Explain why the order of equipment operation on a start
up is:

(a) Auxiliary Oil Pump
(b) Jacking Oil Pump
(c) Turning Gear.

R.O. Schuelke
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